**InstructIons For rEPAIr:**

During future use, when the battery requires replacement, follow the Directions for Use for removing the battery housing and accessing the battery compartment. For longer life and optimal clinical performance, insert a premium quality “AA” lithium battery. Orient the positive end of the battery toward the ON/OFF and 3-way switches. If the product is not going to be used for an extended period of time (two weeks or longer), the battery should be removed.

**AcceSS the battery by removing the battery housing in accordance with the product Directions for Use.**

**Remove the battery from the battery compartment and, if present, the small, broken metal piece from the original V-shaped metal clip.**

**Note:** The portion of the metal clip that remains attached to the distal end of the handpiece should not be removed during the repair process.

**Select a battery spring from the Battery Spring Repair Kit. Note the end of the spring clip that has a “square” configuration (A).**

**Note the larger, oval-shaped coil located toward the square-end of the spring coil base (B).**

**Further, note the small rectangular-shaped well where a portion of the V-shaped metal clip remains (C).**

**OPTIONAL:** If preferred, the white plastic repair Tool or similar instrument, may be used to maneuver the largest, circular coil behind the remaining portion of the previously broken metal clip. This optional step serves to more securely retain the newly-placed battery spring within the battery compartment.

**Once the battery spring has been successfully installed, a new AA battery may be inserted into the battery compartment.**

**Properly installed, the battery will fit snugly, with good contact at both its positive and negative terminal ends.**

**Close the battery housing in accordance with the product’s Directions for Use.**

The handpiece is now ready to use. **NOTE:** A spare battery spring is provided for your convenience.

**PRECAUTIONS:**

During future use, when the battery requires replacement, follow the Directions for Use for removing the battery housing and accessing the battery compartment. For longer life and optimal clinical performance, insert a premium quality “AA” lithium battery. Orient the positive end of the battery toward the ON/OFF and 3-way switches. If the product is not going to be used for an extended period of time (two weeks or longer), the battery should be removed.

**CONTRAIndIcAtIons:**

None known.